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PREFACE
This is the first quarterly progress report on
Project KIHOFISIIER. Previous progress reports
were Issued first weekly and later monthly up
through October 1946. In this first quarterly
report, an over-all Bunmary of progress from
the beginning of the program to December SI,
1946, has been included.
Beferenoe in the following report to previous
or more detailed reports is made by superscript
numerals, the number corresponding to the listing in the Bibliography.
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INTRODUCTION

The KINGFISHER is a radar-controlled, aubsonio, «elf-homing, airborne
guided missile designed to deliver an explosive charge below the interline
against floating targets. It is intended that KINGFISHER be released from
an aircraft well beyond the range of conventional antiaircraft fire originating at tike target. The KINGFISHER, in turn, will release a torpedo at
some distance short of the target.
Project KINGFISHER is an outgrowth of the PELICAN and BAT Project«,
which were carried on, during the war, at the National Bureau of Standards
under the sponsorship of the National Defense Researoh Committee and the
Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department, First design consideration was given
to KINGFISHER in September 1944, when the Bureau of Ordnance requested
that a homing glide missile be developed capable of carrying an aircraft
torpedo as payload, designed to enter the water short of the target, completing its run under water.. However, very little was done at that time
because of Hie need for concentration of efforts on the BAT development.
In November 1946, the Navy Department transferred cognixanoe of the
BAT to the Bureau of Aeronautics but retained cognizance of KINGFISHER in
the Bureau of Ordnance.
The M.I.T. field experiment station which had
worked on the electronic part of the development of PELICAN and BAT was no
longer available for continuation of the work.. At tills time, the National
Bureau of Standards was requested to undertake the over-all development of
KINGFISHER.. The organizational setup at NBS for Project KINGFISHER is
shown in Figure 1.,
At present, five KINGFISHER type missiles have been prescribed for
development:
Type As

SHOD Uark 11
To be a gravity-driven vehicle having a 20-mile
range, launched from an aircraft at high altitude;
total weight of unit to be about 3,000 pounds, including the payload, a Hark 21 acoustic homing
torpedo .•

Type Bi

To be a gravity-driven vehiole having a 20-mile
range, launched from an aircraft at high altitude;
total weight of unit to be about 1,000 pounds, including the payload, a 550-pound non-powered nonhoming bomb-torpedo similar to the German BT.
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Typ« Ct

To be a power-driven missile having a 20-mile
range «hen launched from an aircraft at low altitude; total weight of the unit to be about 4,000
pounds, including the payload, a power-driven
homing torpedo having a 350-pound warhead charge.

Type Di

To be a power-driven missile having a 20-mile
range when launched from an aircraft at low altitude; total weight of the unit to be about 3,000
pounds, including the payload, a light-weight
power-driven homing torpedo (yet to be developed)
having a 200- to 400-pound warhead charge.

Type Ei

To be a power-driven missile having a 10- to
20-mile range when launched from a surface ship;
total weight of the unit to be about 3,000 pounds,
inoluding the deep-diving homing torpedo now in
the research stage.

Pags S

Although all five types are being EiTen consideration. Initial developut is concentrated on Type A, with appreciable parallel work on Type B.1»*»8
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STATUS OP DEVELOPMENT

AIRFRAME

First design consideration for an airframe for KIKGF1SHER was for &
glide missile capable of carrying a standard Mark IS aircraft torpedo. The
use of this payload presented several requirements that combined to complicate the design of an airframe with radar homing intelligence- Since the
torpedo is more than twice as long as a G,F. bomb of comparable weight,
problems of adequate airframe rigidity for an allowable weight are somewhat
more difficult than for BAT» Also, the payload has to be released before
water entry.
Aerodynamically^ the necessity of having the electronic homing intelligence ahead of this long payload imposed problems of adequate stability to
oope with the large longitudinal moment of inertia. Then» too, ttie required
water entry attitude made it desirable to incorporate the aerodynamic control
system already in use on the BAT glide bomb. ThiB system has the advantage
of producing large changes in the value of the ]ift vector with small ohange
in the angle of attack..
Since the first work on KINGFISHER was done as a low-priority phase of
the BAT Project, it was deemed advisable to adapt as many component parts of
the BAT airframe as feasible. This would not only facilitate manufacture by
the use of existing forms and jigs, but alBO be of value in service because
of interohangeability. Consideration, therefore» was given to the idea of
modifying the existing 2,000-pound BAT airframe (S7I0D Hark 14) by redesigning the body to accommodate a roleaaable torpedo payload. However., upon
some analysis, it was found that for adequate structural stability, the body
would be exoeBsively heavy and bulky with the obvious disadvantage of
handling in servioe. It was conoluded, therefore, that it would be advantageous to attach the main supporting wings and the stabilising empennage
directly to the torpedo., With this in mind, an arrangement was devised that
made use of the existing Hark 14 BAT wings with simple pin attachments to a
oentral frame which, in turn., was strappea to the torpedo near its center
of gravity., This central frame formed a superstructure in which were housed
the batteries, the servo, and some of the electronic equipment., The straps
that held this assembly to the torpedo terminated at a standard 14-inch
bomb shaokle, thus allowing release of the wings by some electrical initiator prior to water entry. At the same time, the nose and tail assemblies
could be detached by means of a cable release latch.
A l/6-scale model of this design was made and tested in a wind tunnel
at NBS. The results of these tests showed acceptable performance characteristics. Five full-scale KINGFISHER airfraraes were then ordered from the
Vidal Research Corporation, which had available the molds and jigs for the
BAT airframes« Two of these airfraraes were assembled on dummy Uark 13
torpedoes and prepared for flight test. The deoalage (angle between the
chord of the wing and the horisontal tail surface) was set at Ü.S0, which
was the best adjustment from wind tunnel tests of the model. These units
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«ere «quipped with a release mechanism Tor shedding the noae, wing and tail
assemblies after 30 seconds of flight,
These units contained no homing
equipment but were roll-stabilized, using the standard oontrol gyro S.TOD
Uark 6 and servo S'TCü Mark 6 Mod 0.
The first unit (Flight K-9, June 11 1946) was launched at 1Ö0 knots
from an altitude of 4,000 feet„ It descnnded at an angle of about 34° to
the horizontal. Stabilization in roll waa obtained, but with a larger roll
hunt amplitude than is normal with the UAT fissile
The missile hit the
ground before the release mechanism nod tiiia to operate. The second unit
(Flight K-10) was launched at E00 knora frca an altitude of 6.000 feet.
It
descended at a glide angle of ZS° to the horizontal making a steady flight
The release mechanism operated successfully at 3Ü seconds at an altitude of
about 1,000 feet* The results of these tests were considered sufficiently
satisfactory to allow use of this airframe (designated as SIY0D Mark 15) as
an interim test vehicle for future development of new radar homing equipment. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the Hark 15 KINGFISHER airframe.
To this end. a contract was let to Camden Eastern Marine Company to
build 19 additional plywood airframes using the Uark 14 HAT wings then on
hand. Later, another contract was let to the Goodyear Aircraft Company to
reproduce this airframe in metal because this material lends itsolf to
quantity production
Also, service experience with the DAT airframe showed
that undesirable warping occurred whan the plywood structures were subjected to adverse climatic conditions.
In Novemberj two additional flight tests were made of the Mark 15 airframe. Since the first two units tested (Flights K-9 and K-10) descended
too steeply, the decalage was increased to 3° en one unit and 5.5° on the
seoond unit,, Each missile was equipped with Mark 1 (PELICAN) radar equipment for homing against a stationary beacon
The first unit (Flight K-23)
was released at 200 knots., It displayed a rather large roll hunt amplitude
during flight arid landed about 1 mile short of the target. The second unit
(Flight K-24) dropped away normally but after about three seconds attained
a steep angle of bank ar.d descended n; a spiral, landing at a point nearly
below the release point., Records obtained showed that a failure occurred
in the radar equipment. Failure of the first unit to reach the target
seems to be due to the effect of the large rill hunt amplitude on the operation of the pitch gyro* Changes aia being mane in the next units to correot
this condition,,
Since more compact radar homing equipment is in process of development
(See Part C), it seems desirable to simplify the airframe to the extent of
eliminating the body portion. It was first proposed to attach the wings
directly to the torpedo by means of latches incorporated in the torpedo
structure. Analysis of this, however, showed that latches could not be
placed at appropriate position* because of interference with the torpedo's
airflask. An arrangement was then devised to strap the wings directly,.
This has certain advantages for testing, in that the wing may be shifted
longitudinally to compensate for any change in the position of the center

SECRET

FIGURE 2 - SHOD MARK IS AIRFRAHE FOR KINGFISHER

FIGURE 3 - FIRST PROTOTYPE OF WING-ATTACHED AIRFRAME
FOR KINGFISHER TYPE A S'JIDD HARK 11
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of gravity. The flexibility of thlB design lends itself to the conversion
into a Type C powered missile» in which case it is proposed to attach a
turbo-jet motor to the rear of the shroud ring assembly of the torpedo tail:
Wind tunnel tests of 1/6-scale model of this design are now in progress,
and results to date are exceedingly gratifying. The structural design for
a full-scale version is well under way, With the completion of these drawings, a full-BCale prototype will be made for flight test« A sketch, of
this design is shown in Figure 3,
Tentative deBigns for the pay load for Typo B KIKÜFISII3R have been worked
up and submitted to tho Navy for evaluation of the hydrodynamic characteristics. Two designs were included, one for a 500-pound payload, 14 inches
in diameter, and the other with a 250-pound payload, 11 inches in diameter.
Tentative designs have also been prepared for the wing attachments and tail
assemblies for these payloads. However, models will not be prepared for
wind tunnel tests until miniaturization of the intelligence system has progressed to the point where specification of practical llmitB of its size and
shape is possible. (See Fart II-C of this report)
B.

NAVIGATION

Past experience with BAT, as well as numerous mathematical studies, has
shown the pursuit-course type of homing to be inadequate for use against
fast-moving targets. Accordingly, it was decided that some type of course
navigation would be desirable for the KINGFISHER missile.11 Any typo of
automatio navigation which causes the missile to fly a course differing from
a pursuit oourse must cause the mlBsile to fly at an angle to the lino-ofsight path. Therefore, the homing reference axes can no longer remain in a
fixed relation to the missile axes» Since the stabilisation system of the
missile is referred to missile axes, undesirable cross effects might occur
in the homing signals due to the divergence of the two axes when the missile
ohanges its attitude, especially in the case of a rolling motion. These
cross effects might seriously affeot either the stability or the accuracy of
the missile. It is expected that with adequate computers for both azimuth
and elevation, difficulties from cross affects will be resolved.
At the close of the war, many missiles and missile oompononts remained
from the PELICAN and 3A.T development programs. Since these units were
surplus and readily availablo, a series of tests, preliminary in nature,
were outlined to demonstrate the practicability of using course computers
in homing missiles.
For tests of this nature against moving targets, an 0,000-foot railroad
had been constructed at the ftarren Grove, New Jersey, Test Field. The
target, which is a radar beacon, is mounted on a railroad section oar. After
starting, the car runs unattended with a pre-set speed. Track switches along
the railroad automatically record the target position at various time intervals and operate mechanisms to stop the oar at the end of the track.
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During the first three months of 1946, 3 PGUCASS (SUDD Hark 7 Hod 0) were
dropped on the moving target at '.Tarran Grove (Flights K-l to K-6).* The
antennas of too of these units were offset in azimuth by fixed lead angles of
12° and 6°, respectively, estimated to give true collision course compensation
for the particular flight conditions. On two other units where the target
moved at 46 raph, the antennas were offset by an amount less than that required
to produce a true collision course. The antonna of one of these was offset by
l/Z the full value, or 6°, and that of the other, by 3/4 the full umount, or
9°. For comparison, the other four units were dropped with zero lead angle
compensation.
In all of those tests, the azimuth flight path was according to expectations. In the case of the two with fulllead angle compensation, the flight
path was very straight throughout the major portion of the flight. However,
since the line of flight passed the target path slightly ahead of the target,
it may be concluded that the lead an^le was a little too large. The two
units with l/2 and 3/4 of full collision course lead angle flew a modified
collision oourse path with a slight curvature in the direction of target
motion, with their line of flight passing the target path slightly behind the
target» The four units with zero lead angle all flew typical pursuit paths,
with their line of flight passing the target path behind the target. Examination of the flight charts of these tests reveals no adverse effect on the
stability of the glider when the antenna is offset in azimuth. However, the
accuracy in range was considerably influenced by the squint angle (the angle
between the effective zero axis of the antenna and the axis of the missile).
A fairly largo dispersion in range could be expected when the antenna assembly
is offset in azimuth but fixed in pitch, because for this oondition, a pitch
error is introduced whenever the glider banks to correot for an azimuth error
Figure 4 is a typical example of a flight path obtained against a moving
target with lead angle compensation en the antenna; Figure 6 is an example of
the type of path obtained with zero load angle.
For the purpose of investigating the feasibility of using Flettner type
flaps for control of the KINGFISHER missile, two Mark 13 airframes were provided with auxiliary control surfaces utteclied to the elevens and operated by
standard White-Hodgers servo motors in each elevon,, Mark 1 (PELICAN) homing
equipment was provided in the missile for homing on a fixed beacon. These
units were dropped at the Warren Urove Test Area in June (Flights K-ll and
K-12). Neither of the units homed but showed successful roll stabilization.
The rates of roll developed in the roll hunting motion were very large, and
failure to home can be accounted for by the effect of these high rates of
roll on the action of the gyros. Further experiments are oontemplatod with
modified arrangements.
In order to investigate the performance of a simplified lead computer
system, four S'VOU Mark 8 Hod 0 units., containing lead computers in azimuth,
were dropped against a beacon carried on a moving target car at the test
field at Warren Grove, Uew Jersey, during July 1946. Bach unit contained
Mark 1 (PEMCA1I) radar homing equipment» and the antennas of all units were
arranged so that they could be rotated in azimuth by white-Rodgers reversible
motor servos.
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Two units contained a rate gyro sensitive to yaw, with olreuits arranged
•o that the antenna rotated at constant speed to the right when the sense of
the rate of yaw was to the left,, and to the left at constant speed when the
rate of yaw was to the right. The other two units contained relays in the
output circuit of the radar homing unit, with circuit arranged so that the
antenna would be turned to the right at constant speed for a left error signal
and to the left for a right error signal. The speed of rotation of the antenna
in azimuth for one unit of each type was „o°/sec and the other, .6°/sec. The
target speed on all tests was approximately 60 ft/sec.
although as yet the camera data have not been analyzed, the performance of
the units as determined by observers at the test field was not very satisfactory. One unit with the rnte of yaw gyro control on antenna motion (Plight
K-13) failed to horse due to failure of homing equipment in the missile. The
other, Flight X-14, landed about 1,200 feet short of the target. One unit
with the error signal control on the antenna motion. Plight K-15;. passed
290 feet ahead of the target car, landing about 26 feet over the track, and the
other unit (flight K-16) about 700 feet short and whose flight trajectory
extended would intersect the track £8 feet ahead of the car's position at time
of crossing.
In order to investigate the performance of another lead computing system
in azimuth, six SUDD Mark 8 Mod 0 units were tested against a moving target at
warren Grove during August and November, 1946. These tests were made for the
purpose of checking a partial navigating system in azimuth. Three of these
units were arranged so that the antenna was rotated in azimuth through one-half
the angle turned by the missile from its heading just prior to release (navigs
tion correction factor, Z)- On three units the antenna was turned relative to
the missile three-fourths the angle turned by the missile from its heading just
prior to release (navigation correction factor, 4).
Of the three missiles with navigation factor 2, the first unit (Flight K-17)
landed about 1,000 feet over the railroad and crossed about 400 feet ahead of
the target car. Th» second unit (Flight K-18) crossed the railroad about
160 feet behind the car and about 14 feet short of the beacon. The third unit
(Flight K-13) lost tracking of its homing signal on release and thus made a
non-homing free flight. The first unit with navigation correction factor 4
(Flight JC-20) passed about ISO feet ahead of the car and was about 26 feet
short of the beacon. The second unit (Flight X-21.) landed 300 feet behind and
600 feet over the target oar.
The third unit (Flight K-22) landed about
1,000 feet short and 100 feet behind the car, All releases were made from
approximately £,000 feet, at a glide angle of 4„S° to 1° and at an air speed
of 180 knots. The speed of the target car in eaoh case was approximately
60 ft/sec. Although the errors were fairly large, with rather large scatter,
the accuracy in azimuth is estimated to be better than would be obtained on a
target moving at that speed without a navigation system.
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INTELLIGENCE
1.

Analysis of Dasic Systems

The analysis of intelligence systems for KINGFISHER has been confined to active radio homing (active implying self-contained transmitter)
and to the X iiand. Tiro basic systems within this framework: are under
consideration, i.e. ., simultaneous comparison and sequential comparison.
Only pulsed target illumination is considered, no development being
undertaken on CW systems:
While both simultaneous and sequential comparison schemes are still
actively under consideration, it was decided early in the program that
concentration of initial effort on one was highly desirable. The
motivating purpose was the amount of information which could be obtained
only from field tests. Many of these tests could be performed on either
system and would yield results of interest to both, as well as results
necessary for progress in airframe and servo design.
In view of the history of successful field trials on EAT (an active
sequential comparison scheme).. it was felt that the system to be brought
to the field test point first should be the sequential type.
The obvious difference between simultaneous and sequential comparison
systems is that the former has the possibility of eliminating errors in
directional information arising from fluctuations in the signal level
during the scanning cycle and that the simultaneous system oan furnish
directional information more rapidly. These advantages are obtained at
the expense of multiplying the number of receivers and involve the necessity of gain-balancing or phase-balancing these receivers. An obvious
point for investigating then is tho extent and rapidity of signal
strength fluctuations encountered in typical tactical situations«
The first evidence bearing on this point was again the performance
of BAT. While improvement over this performance is desired, it is
reasonably good, and some of tho departure from ideal must be attributed to other factors. Among these might be cited the variable position of the apparent center of radiation from the target , tho lack of
any provision for flying othnr than a pursuit course, and various other
imperfections (in view of later developments) in the design. On the
other hand, tho fluctuation rate at the new frequency (X rather than S)
was expected, from theoretical considerations , to be higher; and the
proposed use of target error rate in some navigation systems puts a
higher premium on smoothness of angular data than in the BAT system,
where the angular data were not differentiated. (The process of
differentiating a fluctuating signal emphasizes the fluctuation.)
Search of the literature and consultation with other laboratories
produced no information of direct bearing on the question. Data on
signal fluctuation in echo return from airplanes were available, but
these were for smaller targets, the effect of the sea was not present,
and the presence of the rotating propeller complicated matters. Consequently, an independent investigation was begun.
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nth an X-Band transmitter and receiver, a series of runs was made
on various sites of ships at sea, from various aspects. The radar was
Oarried in the nose of an airplane, which flew in at various glide
angles over the range expeoted of a gliding missile and on low flat
trajectories suoh as might be encountered with a powered missile. Information was reoorded on the amplitude of each individual eoho pulse.
In the first series of investigations, vertical polarisation was
used.5 (Similar tests with horizontal polarisation are contemplated.)
Roughly, the conclusions were that the fluctuations are of considerable
consequence at any scon rate and that they did not depend markedly on
range or aspect. However, the effect is reduced by high scon rates.
Ihe desired improvements over the RAT (pertinent to design of controls) are listed below:
(a)

2.

Increased probability of hit by

(i)

lighter tracking to avoid loss of target or
change in targets.

(ii)

Greater resolution in range and angle, for
Bame purpose, and

(iii)

Provision for computing interception course,
obviating necessity of impossible rates of
turn at end of trajectory.

(b)

Inoreased range.

(o)

decreased volume and weight, and better aorodynamio
properties in radome,

(d)

Simplioity in use and maintenance; also produoibility.

Characteristics of Selected System

Based on the above analysis and the desired improvements over the
BAT intelligence system, the following over-all characteristics were
selected for the first prototype for KINGFISHER.
(a)

Systems sequential comparison

(b) Antenna systems non-soanning transmitter with rapid
oonioal soon on receivers antenna stabilised and
movable for computing purposes.
(o)

H-f system; 1/4 miorosecond pulse, 2,000 pulses/sea,
60 Jew peak power; tunable magnetron (2J51).

SECRET
(d)

Keoeivon band width 5-G mc/seo; l/i microsecond
Tidao gating with automatic tracking la range, and
range Telocity memory; electronic commutation of
directional information.

(•)

Primary power supply; 400-oyole generator driTen
(at constant speed) by variable pitch windmill
(described in Sec. II-E).
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In the following discussion,, the lines of separation drawn above
oannot be respected, due to the intimacy of the interaction between the
various design factors. Enough has already been said of (a) to permit
passing directly to the othersu
(b)

Antenna System
(i)

R-f Properties

The system chosen for first tests consists of four horns;
a complete assembly is shown in Figures 6 and 7. One horn
points along the axis, one 7° up, one 7° down and 7° left, and
the fourth 7° down and 7° right. The cross-overs in the radiation patterns are at about the half-power points. The horn
that points along the axis is used for transmitting only. The
other three are brought to a special switch section, where
newly developed r-f switch tubes, gated eleotronically by the
timing unit, permit use of the highest possible soon rate
(a single scan cycle includes one pulse from each receiving
horn). The signals from the two "down" horns are added (after
the second detection, so no question of phase arises) for a
true down signal to compare with that from the "up" horn;
right-left information is also seoured from the two down horns.
The gainB of all horns are of the order of 110 (or 20.4 db)
over an isotropic radiator. An additional effective gain of
3 db comas from use of an "cm-course" rather than a scanning
transmitter. A portion of this is lost again due to the use of
three rath*' than four receiving horns, but space considerations
are ruling here.
In addition, it is beliuved that a non-scanning transmitter will pjrmit better streamlining of the radome. With a
pointing dish and a scannlag transmitter (as in BAT), any
radome shape other than sp!>erioal can be expected to give a
pulling effect on the magnetron, which varies exactly at scan
frequency. The resultant variations in transmitter power and
frequency would give rise to false directional information.
This difficulty was met ir the BAT end necessitated use of a
hemispherical i :>se on the missile, which was aerodynamieally
unsatisfactory,.
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FIGURE 8 - FRONT VIE!» OF HOR1IS OP ANTENNA SYSTEti FOR KINGFISHER

[SURE 7 - SIDE AND REAR VIEIS OF HORNS FOR ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR KINGFISHER
The transmitter la located in the apace between the horns; the remaining
space will be used by components of the antenna stabilization system.)
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It is recognized that this antenna system suffers from the
drawback of using only 1/4 the available antenna, aperture at any
one time. Nevertheless, its use will be advantageous in several
particulars. Because of its simplicity and the feeble inter*
action between horns, construction and design were relatively
easy, and thus a flyable homing head will be more quickly achieved.
Second, design considerations Indicate that this system can
quiokly be changed to a simultaneous amplitude comparison system
for tests of the comparative merits of these two systems. (This
antenna can hardly be converted into a satisfactory phase comparison antenna, however; due to phase relations arising from the
physical separation of the antenna centers, reversal of directional
information will be encountered with good signal strength at relatively small error angles.) Third, the space between horns is
usable; in the present assembly., the magnetron« pulse transformer.
local oscillator, signal crystal, switch section and r-f switch
tubes, AFC crystal, and associated couplings are all mounted in
this space, with some room left into which components of the
antenna stabilising meohanism can intrude.
Lack of switch tubes to the present has precluded measurement of the radar width of the system. Production of switoh tubes
of the type made by modifying 1B24 TR tubes has suffered several
delays but is now beginning at a good rate and tubes are expeoted
very shortly. Development of tiie new switch tube is being done at
Sylvania under contract from the Naval Research Laboratory. A
preproduotion tube, designated X-7047, is shown in Figure 8.
The four-horn system, desoribed above, would probably be too
large for use in KINGFISHER Type B. An appreciable reduction in
size appears most promising with common aperture systems, and
these are being investigated.
Interaction between the feeds of
the common aperture is the most serious problem, and so far> good
aperture illumination has not been achieved. A lens appears more
suitable than a reflector because of the bulk of the feed system
Of various lenses considered, cue of the Fresnel zone plate type
showed considerable promise, primarily because of the high ratio
of diameter to focal length. Such a lens may be seen in Figure 9
This lens has good optical properties and a fooal length of only
4 inches. With such a lens, a rotating single feed could conceivably be used, but this would reintroduce the difficulties
oaused by scanning the transmitter and would, in addition, at high
soan rates, introduce a range-dependent rotational shift. This
arises because the maximum ranges envisaged give echo delays comparable to the interval between pulses. It is believed that the
fluctuation data previously referred to indioate strongly in
favor of high scan rate; and a high scan rate also favors tight
tracking at maximum range due to the lower AGC time constant
allowable. (There is a possibility also that it may reduce the
requirements on the memory cirouit for the same reason). It is
felt that the problem of securing good aperture illumination with
multiple feeds is soluble.
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HiJUKE 8 - PHEPRODUCTION
HOUEL OF s:nicii
TIJ3E (X-7047)

FIGURE 9 - fKSSNiSL ZONE PLATE LENS

(A six-inch au&la is at the bottom of the lens)
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In the existing antenna system, much efforts has been
devoted to making the plumbing system of great band width so as
to exploit the counter-counterraeasure properties inherent in
the tunable magnetron. The switch tube section was the most
diffioult item, but even here a broad design is believed to
have been achieved,. Actual measurements of width have been made
only with approximations to the final tube» final production
samples not having been received, however,, it is believed that
the system will be operable at least over the range from 3, 2 to
3.6 am. At present., a change over uny large fraction of this
range requires retiming of the mixer local oscillator,, and
switch tubes, as well as the magnetron. However, broad-band
switch tubes with no tuning adjustments required over the range
Sol to 3„6 cm are under development elsewhere; a variety of
wide-band local oscillator tubes are also under development
elsewhere; and some work is being done here as well as elsewhere
on the design of a broad-band mixer, A broad-band AFC transmitter coupling has already been devised»
(ii)

Mechanical Properties! Stabilization

The antenna is to be mounted on a global system so that
computation nay be done by rotating the radar axis relative to
the line of flightr The radar axis is to be stabilized against
pitch and yaw of the missile. Stabilization systems under
investigation are discussed under servo development, Part I)-l
of this report
The weight of the first prototype antenna
stabilizing mechanism, is about 28 pounds.
(o)

without the

R-f System; Modulator:. Transmitter, and Mixer Units

The modulator is a conventional pulse-forming line- hydrogen
thyratron and pulse transformer system. The new Alsifiim Ijnep will
probably be employed. Figure 10 shows the space saving which can be
accomplished by the use of this dielectric. Both lines are 6E3., 1/4,
2,000, 50, the only difference being that the larger uses paper as a
dielectric.
The thyratron in present use is a 4G35j however; development of
a tube of smaller size is under consideration.. The low duty cycle
and possible reduction in life requirement should make a smaller size
practicable..
The pulse transformer is mounted in a oase containing also the
magnetron socket, and both are placed in the apaoe between the horns
on the antenna assembly. Rotating joints In the r-f system and long
magnetron leads are thus avoided«
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FIGURE 10
TWO ELECTRICALLY EQUIVALENT PULSE-FORMING LINES
(The one on the left is made of Alsifiim dieleotrio
and the one on the right, with impregnated paper
dielectric)

r~ .
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FIGURE 11
TWO I-F STRIPS FOR RAUAR RECEIVING SYSTEM FOR KINGFISHER
(The smaller model shown below gives an indication of the
reduction in siie possible with the use of pentodes
of the T-3 (subminiature) size.)
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An unbalanced mixer of simplest type is at present in use, as
first rough tests indicate a satisfactory noise figure can be
obtained in this way. A spocial requirement is the need for a premixsr AGC system to prevent crystal overload at short ranges* Data
on preprodustion samples indicate that the same type of tube used
for the r-f switch can perform this function, the attenuation being
variable from some SO decibels smoothly down to about 10 decibels
as the control electrode current is varied» At about 10 decibels,
the arc goe3 out and the attenuation drops abruptly to the insertion
loss of about 1 decibel» ,'fith a delay in the AGC appliod to this
electrode, this system can be used without detriment to performance
at extreme ranger There are beneficial by-produots of the use of
the premixer attenuator. The blanking requirements for close-range
operation are greatly reducod (first measurement in fact indicating
that this feature, combinod with the shorter pulse length, may
eliminate the necessity for supplying a blanking pulse). In addition, use of the attenuation in the receiving channels only, with
full power maintained in the transmitting ahannel, is advantageous
from the point of view of counter-countermeasures.
(d)

Receiving and Data-Analyzing Systems

A great deal of detailed development on receiving and data
analyzing systems has been described in reports already
issued10«13»15»18 or now in preparation. The neoessity for such
development arose from reduction in pulse length, requiring greater
band widths and imposing more Btringent requirements on tracking
circuits; use of electronic rather than mechanical scanning; and
use of a three-component rather than a four-quadrant scanning
soheme.
In the 1-r amplifier, a band width of only l.ET, where T is
the pulse length, or about 6 mc, is used in order to economize on
tubes and produoe high signal-to-noise ratio, Fixed tuned staggered
pairs are used and present experience indicates that it should be
possible to wind all ooils to mechanical specifications without
electrical checking or tube selection. Use of more sophisticated
schemes (double coupling, staggered triples or quartets^ negative
feedback) might save one stage, but at the expense of tuning adjustments. The present amplifier has none. Further, the "squarer"
cutoff of these schemes would require a greater band width for
equivalent pulse reproduction. The first three stages are gaincontrolled by control-grid biasing; the time constant of the AOC
(automatic gain control) circuit is tentatively set at 20 milliseconds, this low figure being possible because of the rapid scan.
Computations indicate that the premixer attenuator may make possible
the use of a fixed gain first stage, with some resultant benefit in
nolae figure; experiments in this direction are proceeding.
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A plate detector, operated at as low a level a» will-give
reasonable linearity, is provided. No specific anti-jamming measures
aro included in the first prototype unit: such as baolc bias or
instantaneous AOC; however, the low level detection gives excellent
overload properties and thus gives good CW rejection. A video stage
and cathode follower oomplete this unit; a Moderate amount of fast
time-constant is employed to reject the lower modulation frequencies
without deterioration of pulse shape.
Experiments are being carried on also with smaller tubes as
samples become available; Figure 11 shows the reduction in size
achieved in an experimental i-f amplifier employing preproduotion
samples of pentodes in the T-3 (suuuilniature) sizo^
The automatic frequency control unit is conventional, operating
by comparison of. the transmitted and looal oscillator frequencies,
and controlling the latter through reflector voltage modulation.
One relaxation oscillator causes the local oscillator to "hunt" for
the transmitter. On crossing the proper frequency, signals from
the discriminator fire a second thyratron, momentarily setting the
hunt cycle back slightly,. The hunt then resumes, is set back again,
and the local oscillator "rocks" slightly around the proper frequency.
on i-f amplifier similar to that in the main receiver is employed;
and a conventional dual-diode discriminator» The use of thyratrons
rather than the more common blocking oscillators eliminates the
requirement for one or two pulse transformers» The hunt cycle is
somewhat slower than is common in this type of oontrol, since it is
essential that the corrections to the frequenoy not be made at about
three-pulse intervals, as is common, since this would give rise to a
slight scan frequency modulation of the echo., which would be
interpreted as directional information.
The video unit performs the following functions: (i) genemtes
trigger for modulator and pro-triggers tor other functions; (ii) generates gates for r-f switch tubes; (lil) generates range gate for
selection of a single echo; (iv) transmits all echoes and position
of range gate up to monitor in mother ship; (v) amplifies chosen eoho
for commutation of directional information; (vi) oontains circuits
required to lock gate on the chosen echo and track automatically in
range (a range velocity memory is produced for cases of short
interruption of signal); (vii) develops AGO voltage from gated echo
only; (viii) generates gates in synchronism with (ii) for commutation
of signal into appropriate differential amplifier; (ix) provides,
from the differential amplifiers, output ourrents proportional to
azimuth and pitoh errors, for precession of gyro axis; and (x) contains two range switches for actuating torpedo release mechanisms.
Only a few general comments will be made. It is believed that
an unusually economical switching and commutating system has bean
developed, and a detailed report concerning it is in preparation.
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The range gate tracking system required much attention sine* the
requirement« are approximately six times as stringent as In BAT
(The
pulse length is narrower by a factor of 3 only, but the ever-all width
of tile tracking gates is only one pulse width, due to the use of l/i
microsecond tracking gates. In the BAT. 0,'/-microsecond tracking gates
were stacked edge to edge giving, with a 0 7-miorosecond pulse, an
over-all width twice the pulse width.) Consequently two systems were
developed: one was a dual oscillator system1' similar In principle tc
that used in the self-synchronous system in PELICAN; the second was a
delay multi-vibrator system similar in principle to that employed in
BAT (report in preparation). Both have been developed to a point of
meeting bench tests; the multi-vibrator system . however employs fewer
tubes- Port of this difference is in the counter-stages rsq-Jired to
derive pulses at repetition rate intervals (approximately £.000 ops)
from the stable orystal oscillators, running at present around 50 ko/sec•
Development of lower frequency crystals or use of some other stabilizing
unit, such as a magneto-strlotive rod, might eliminate this difference.
Those factors are being investigated«
Development of a new memory oircuit makes possible longer memory *5
An effort is being made to translate this advantage into a shorter learning time, so that maximum advantage may be derived from the memory
oirouit in tracking weak signals» The pointing antenna and the short
AßC time constant should oonspire to reduce the requirement for long
memory times»
A new pulse-stretching system is being used to effect power amplification without producing "rotational shift" by carry-over of information from one receiving antenna to the next
A report describing the
system is in preparation»
Standard type T-6 1/2 tubes are used throughout,. Samples of several varieties of T-3 and T-2 tubes have been prooured for experiments
on miniaturization, with particular emphasis on reducing the size of
the equipment so that it will bo acceptable for KINGI'IKilB.i Type B
In
addition, the possibility of using printed circuits in many parts of
the electronic assembly is under consideration as a means of further
reducing the size of the equipment.
SERVO SYSTEME
1.

Antenna Stabilization

It is desired that the antenna of KINGFISHER be stabilized against the
pitch end yaw of the missile to within approximately 1/4 degree and without
any oscillation. Since the servo system operating Hie bird controls may
use antenna rate as well as antenna position, a dead-beat (non-hunting)
system is considered essential. The maximum velocities required of the
stabilizing system are expeoted to be of the order of 30°/sec.
It would
be desirable to have the antenna free to tip in any direction to an angle
of 46° from the center line of the ship. However, the location of the
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suspension members may be euoh that those angles may ba limited to 30°.
Space limitations also complicate the realisation of the stabilisation
requirementsc Three methods of antenna stabilisation are under investigation, and supporting development is under way at the Raymond Engineering Laboratories, the P. H. Shepard Laboratories, as well as at NBS.
In the first of these systems, tiro gyros are used. A large, heavy
gyro has its axis fixed in the antenna, and serves as the primary
stabilizing element and as a torque motor. This gyro will stabilise the
antenna against Jerks from the aircraft; however, torques due to
connecting cables, unbalances, accelerations, etc., will cause slow precessions of its axis, and therefore of the antenna. These precessions
will be detected by a second, truly free gyro mounted on the antenna.
The information obtained from pick-offs on this gyro will be used to
apply counter-torques to the gimbals of the antenna. When it is desired
deliberately to process the antenna for reasons of navigation, the free
gyro axis is processed to a new zero; the pick-off system will then
force a corresponding precession of the main gyro. A schematic diagram
of this system, labeled a "piGgy back" stabiliser, is shown in figure 12.
Since the free gyroscope is to be mounted on the antenna, it need
not have more than i"
1 of freedom in any direction. This means that gyro
gy
gimbals are not needed and some type of a ball and socket or universal
joint may be acceptable for the gyro support. Several such gyroscopes
have been built and they show considerable promise. Two of these are
shown in Figure 13. These gyroscopes are driven by a motor and use
self-aligning bearings. The gyroscope wheels are driven by the friction
of the bearing,. This is sufficient to drive the larger wheel at
6,000 rpm when the motor is running at 0,000 rpra. Another possible
answer for the free gyro is found in the Mark IS gunsight. This sight
has a universal Joint gyroscope of a very light and compact construction. A photograph of the original and the modified gyroscopes is
shown in Figure 14.
The antenna direction will be controlled by processing this free gyroscope while the large gyroscope will be controlled
by pickup coils mounted near the free gyroscope wheel.
These coils can
be seen in Figure 14. Quantitative measurements on the inherent
stability of tho gyroscopes discussed are in progress but as yet incomplete.
both the other systems use a single free gyro in the antenna and
differ only in the servo cystom used to keep tho antenna axis aligned
with the gyro axis. Again, deliberate rotations of the antenna axis
are accomplished by processing the gyro axis; the servo thus having
the single duty of keeping the antenna and gyro axes aligned. In one
system, an arrangement of magnetic clutches operating from a continuously running motor gives proportional control; in the other, the
clutches are replaoed by a special differential gear system. The
differential gear system is shown scheraatically in Figure IS, and a
photograph of the first laboratory model is shown in Figure 16. Without anti-hunt features, this system held a mock-up antenna stable to
within l/4 degree with very little hunt. A oomplete model wi th antihunt features is under construction.
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Main Control Servo

The requirements for the KII.O^lSlüiR control-surface servo have not
as yet been fixed, and very little work has been done in this connection.
Since the antenna will behave as a 'ree Gyroscope as far as yaw and
pitoh are concerned, it will be possible to use the antenna as a reference for the stabilization of missile as a whole,. Because of the fact
that the antenna axis and the ship axis nay not coincide, or. "axis
resolver" may have to bo used to provide a frone of reference for the
missile,. A separate free gyro can, of course, be used to obtain the
same result,.
The stabilization of roll con be obtained by using a rcl] gyroscope
or a suitable angular ucceloroiaetor.
i>jeh accelerometers are coianeroially available, and a model specially designed for KINGFISHER is now
being tested.
This model is shown in figure 17.
It consists of a
balanced member mounted on ball bearings and held in a fixed relation'
•hip to the frame by a spring- The natural frequenoy of the system is
approximately 10 cps. Picic-oiT coils are mounted on both sides of this
member so that an output voltage is varied botn in phase and magnitude..
This voltage can be employed through the controi servo to countoract
the roll of the ship„ The advantage of the accelerometer over a gyro•oepe is the elimination of high-speed rotating systems and the need
for driving power,. An aoceleroneter should be much more foolproof and
dependable than a gyroscope, to soy nothing of being cheaper.
K.

POWER SUPPLY

The primary source of energy, both for the radar and antenna stabilizing
gear, and for the control-surface servos.. is the airstream
Two generators,
driven by one or two variable-pitch constant-speed windmills are to be used
The radar generator will supply approximately one kilowatt at 400 cycles,
117 volts; the servo generator will have a 3lma.lar aapacity. but the form
of the output awaits further definition of servo requirements.
The variable-pitch windmill is a 3pecial design dn which the power to
rotate the blades is not derived from the speed-control network.
Instead,
the speed-control network operates a clutch which uses the power of the
airstreom itself u. offset the rotation necossary for the indicated change
of pitch- The principle is shown schematically in Figure IS
iVind tunnel
tests on the first model, pictured in rigure l'J., are very promising*,
In addition to possible changes in type of primary supply de&ired,
another reason exists for using separate radar and servo generators- The
servo load may fluctuate quite sharply, and it is highly ur' irable to
have rapid fluctuation in radar supply voltage,, However, generator inertia
may be sufficient to permit mounting both on a common shaft and driving
with a single windmill.
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FIGURE 17
AHGUIAR ACCELEROMSTIäR UHOER 00MSIDERATIOH
FOR U3E IN :.!AIH CONTROL SERVO SYÜTEU
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Design of the radar generator is well along. An SOO-cycle model with a
carbon pile regulator has beon completed. This is shown schematically in
.''igure 20. IJxperiments on other regulation sohemes, such as axial displacement of the rotor, and on alternative, possibly more compact, designs
employing pomuient rnagnet rotors, aro in progress. The generator Trill not
be larger than the inverter required in L.AT to convert fro;;: battery power,
thus making tho space occupied by the batteries themselves pure profit. The
air-driven generator increases drag on the missile ».bout l;j.
Brakes will be supplied DO that Lhü generator noed not run continuously
throughout the time tho bird is carried. This power supply will nake it
unnecessary ever to power to radar from the mother plane, thus simplifying
the wiring in tho vmbilical cord.
The savings incident on eliminating tho logistics problem associated
with battery supply need hardly be mentioned.
?.

FLI3IIT SIHUIATOR

A flight simulator lias been developed and constructed for facilitating
the development work on KINSFISIIÜR. It is ossentially a device for solving
tho equations of motion of the flight of a missile, and thus reproducing in
the laboratory the behavior of missile in flight. A flight simulator provides a laboratory bool which is very useful in the appraisal of theoretical
and practical flight control systems und should considerably reduce the
amount of field testing requirod in the development of a suituble guidance
and control system lor KIHGFIüilKH. Although designed as a tester for the
KIHÜFISÜ3H, the simulator has application to missiles of the same general
type. A general description of the simulator is given in "The Cruidod
Missile" for July 1340.
Figure 21 shows the platform on which the gyros or elemonts of the control system sensitive to angular motion are mounted. This platform is
mounted in a gimbal framo froo to rotate about tiireo perpendicular axes.
On the center of rotation is mounted on optical homing system to simulate
the characteristics of tho radar homing system of the missile. In this
figure, tho gyros of tho ii.TOj j.iark 9 ;.;od 0 DAT aro shown of opposite sides
and below the optical homing head.
Figure 22 chaws, at the left, tho light source used us u simulated
target and which movos in such a :.inmicr as to represent tho motion of tho
missile in space. In the center is tho throo-axis mounting which carries
the platform shown in Figuro 5. At tho riivit is u. control panol for
adjusting the constants of the system to correspond to the aerodynamic
characteristics of the missile under test.
Figure 23 gives another view of tho general arrangement, showing the
track along which the carriage moves to represent the upproach of the
missile to tho target.
^'irst tests on the simulator were conauoted in October, and considerable
time has been spent in making revisions which were found necessary from preliminary operations.
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FliiURE £1
PLATJORM OF FUÖHT SIMULATOR ON WHICH THE GYROS (OR ELB1ENTS OK
CONTROL SYSTEM SENSITIVE TO ANGULAR MOTION) ARE MOUNTED
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The following investigations are now in progress using the flight simulator t
(1)

Comparison of the control systems of the Mod 0 and the
llod 1 BAT with respect to accuracy of ths missile under
-varying wind conditions.

(2)

The investigation of th« effects of squints in the gyro
system, servo system, and homing on the accuracy of the
missile«

(3)

The investigation of the performance of proposed navigation systems for rillOFISIiER.

Under Item (1).. 29 runs have been taken with the control system of the
Mod 0 BAT, with wind set for 40 mph right, 29 runs with wind 40 raph left,
and 40 runs with no wind. The average deviation varies from 34 feet to
80 foot. The distribution of error does not follow a normal probability
distribution due to a small long-period oscillation in yaw evident in these
runs. The results are in excellent agroement with actual field tests of
llod 0 DAT, thus demonstrating that with the simulator, performance of the
navigation system of a missile can be predicted under various flight conditions.
F.

INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation system for KINGFISHER is intended to provide data
on the performance of the missile and its components while in flight. The
flight tests roferred to above (under II-A and II-B) have used the
instrumentation system developed for BAT. This system includes two recording camoras within the missile and two ground stations for obtaining
trajectory data by optic methods. The cameras within the missile are enclosed in rugged cases to preserve the records from damage caused by inroact
of the missile. One camera photographs on instrument panel and the other,
the view directly ahead of the missile.. In some cases, a third camera has
been added to photograph an oscillograph connected to the intelligence
system.
Appreciable work haa been done toward improving the BAT instrumentation
system, inoluding better synchronization of the airborne cameras, more
reliable erectors Tor the lonsos und mirrors, and installation of Askania
recording theodolites in tho ground stations. In addition, serious attention is being directed toward developing or adapting telemetering systems
and radar plotting methods. The telemetoring system will supplement rather
than replace the recording cameras.
A pulse-time telemetering system has been developed which requires
only one tube per channel... It also allows considerable flexibility in scan
rate and in the number of channels. The full possibilities of the system
are still being investigated. However, in view of the fact that most of
the testing of complete KI1.'GFIS:!UR missiles will be at NAOTS Chineeteaguc,
where other guided missiles arc also to be tested (notably DOVE and METEOR)»
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the possibility of using a standard system la under oonaidara.ti.on. If tha
saw or aimilar telemetering systems are uaad in all teita, the ground inatallationa at the station would be appreciably simplified. Similar
standardisation mould be desirable» if possible, for trajaotory plotting
inatrunantation.
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E.

0D-6-10R, Juno 20, 194G, "Fluctuation in Amplitude of Echo Return from
Seaborne Targets! I - Vertical Polarization,"

6.

0D-Z-310IÜ, December 27. 1945., "Considerations on Four-Way versus Two-Way
Plus Altimeter-Range Control."

7.

0D-2-311M, January 2, 1946, "A Proposed Method of Commutation, and Its
Extension to High Scan Kates."

8.

OD-2-31SI1, January 10, 1946.- "Tentative Specifications for Simon."

B.

0Ü-2-S18U, January 2(J, 1946, "Digest of Electronics Intelligence Report
No. 38/45 on Gorman Guided Liissiles,"

10.

0U-2-319tl January 2U, 1946:. "Relation of Factors in Proportional Navigation to Intelligence Head Design."

11.

0D-2-313R, January 29, 1946, "Froportional Navigation."

12.

XIII-6-1R, February 4, 1946, "An Investigation of Some Methods of Gain
Control Applicable to the First Stages of a Receiver."

13.

XIII-6-2R, February 8, 1946, "Simultaneous Comparison Methods."

14.

XIII-6-6R, March 4, 1946, "Gain Control Tests on a 6AKS Using High
Impedance Screen Voltage Supply."

15.

XIII-6-7R, March E, 1946, "A Pentode Memory Circuit."

16.

XIII-6-10R, Hay Q, 1946, "Properties of Various Antenna Systems."

IT.

XIII-6-14R, May 29, 1946, "Mutual Interference Between Pulsed Radar
Homing Missiles Operating Simultaneously in the Same Area."
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18.

OD-6-20R, June 25, 1946, "A Dual-Oscillator Target Selector."

19.

0D-1-27H, July 11, 1946, "Teohnieal Memorandum on Memory Circuit Tester."

SO.

OD-6-24R, August 14, 1946, "Status cf Development of Prototype I."

21.

0D-8-1R, December 2, 1946, "Some Radar Methods for Observing and Plotting
Missile Trajectories."

RADIATION LABORATORY (KIT) REPORTS
22.

OSRD Report No. 6413, NOTamber 30, 1945, Final Report on Development in
Radar Homing Uissllea, by P. R. Stout, D. L. Huth and H. f. Huntsman,
"Apparent Radiation Center of Ship Targets as Seen by Conioally Scanning
Direction finding Radars Used in Homing Missiles."

23.

Report 719, August 31, 1946, "A Theoretioal Treataent of Radar Target
Return" by P. D. Crout and F. B. Bothwell.

NAVY REPORT
24.

Kingfisher Flight Simulator, by H. K. Slcramstad, "The Guided Missile,"
p. 16, July 1946.
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Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance
Havy Department
Washington 26s Dc C,
Attention. ReOe
Chief cf tho Bureau of Ordnance
Navy Department
Washington 26, D, C
Attention; He
Chief of the Bureau cf Ordnanoo
Navy Department
Washington Z5: D„ C
Attention- Hea
Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance
Havy Department
Washington 26, Do C
Attention^ tte9
Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance
Navy Department
Washington 25. D. C
Attention: Ke9d

10,11

Chief of the Bureau cf Ordnance
Havy Department
Washington 25., D„ C,
Attention; AdS

IE

Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance
Havy Department
Washington 25, Do C*
Attention: KeSg

13

Quided Hi sal Los Comoittee
Joint. Research and Development Board
New War Department Building
Washington, U. C

14,15,16
17,16,19,
20,21,22

Commanding General
Army Air Forces
Washington 25., U, C.
Attention: AC/AS-4J DRE-3

23 to 44

Commanding General
Air Materiel Command
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio
Attention: TSEOH-2
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46 to 50

Chief ol' tho Bureau of Aeronautics
Navy Department
Washington 26, 1). C.
Attention: TD-i

61,52,63

Chief of the Bureau of Ships
Navy Department
Washington 26, 0. C.
Attention: Code 343

64

Chief of Chemical Corps
Koom 4K5b9, Pentagon Building
Washington 26, D- C.

66, 66

Chief of Ilaval Research
Navy Department
TTashington 25, U. C.
Attention: Tsohnical Information Seo.

67

Chief, Guided Missiles Branch
Technical Command
Edgewood Arsenal, Ilaryland

68

Commanding General
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Ilaryland
Attention: Ballistic Kesaarch Laboratory

69

Commanding General
Proving Ground Command
Eglin Field, Florida
Attention: First Experimental Guided
Missiles Group

SO

Commanding Officer
Antiaircraft Artillery School
Fort Bliss, Texas

61

Commanding Officer
Franlcford Arsenal
Philadelphia 37, Pennsylvania
Attention: Fire Control Design Division

62

Commanding Officer
Naval Air Material Center
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

68

Commanding Officer
Haval Airoraft Modification Unit
Johnavllle, Pennsylvania
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64,65,66

Coimanding Officer
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
Bradley ßoach, IIsw Jersey

67

Commanding Officer
U. S. Naval Air Missile Test Center
Point Mugu, California
o/o U. a. llaval Jtation
Port lluenene, California

68

Commanding Officer
V: S. Naval Ordnance Test Station
Inyokern, California

69

Commanding Officer,
VTendover Field
Handover, Utah

70

Director, David Taylor Uodel Basin
Washington, D- C.
Attention: Aero Moohanioa Division

71 to 74

Director, National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics
1EO0 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Attention: Mr. C. II. Helms

75,76,77

Director, Naval Uosoarch Laboratory
Anacostia Station
Washington, 3. C.

78

Director, Special Devices Center
Of floe of Naval Research
Sands Point
Port Washington, Long Island, New York
Attention: Technical Information Desk

79

Director, U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory
San Diego, California

80

Head of Postgraduate School
U. S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland

81

Naval Liaison Officer
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratory
Fort Itonmouth, New Jersey
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82

Office of the Chief of Ordnance
Research and Development Service
Rocket Development Division
Tha Pentagon Building
Washington 25, 1). C.

88, M

Offloa of tha Chief Signal Offioer
Engineering and Technical Services,
Engineering Division
Tha Pentagon Building
Washington 25, D. C.

85

Offic er-in-Charga
Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Naval Gun Factory '
Washington 25, J. C.

86

Officer-in-Charga
Research and Development Servioe
Suboffice (Hocket)
Fort Bliss, Taxaa

87

Watson Laboratories
Air Materiel Command
Eatontown, New Jersey
Watson Laboratories, AMC
Cambridge Field Station
230 Albany Street
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

89

Aviation Supply Offioer
Oxford Avenue & llartin's Kill Road
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Attention! Captain '.Telborn

90

Bureau of Aeronautics General Repräsentative - ED
90 Church Street
New York 7, How York

91

Bureau of Aeronautics General Representative - CD
«fright Field, Dayton, Ohio

92

Bureau of Aeronautics General Representative - VDJ
624 Van Buys Building
Loa Angeles 14, California
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93 to 97

Chief of Naval Operation«
Navy Department
Washington 25, li. 0.
Attention: Op-67

98

Commander in Chief,
U. S. Atlantic West
c/o Postmaster
Hew York, liew York

99

Commander in Chief,
U. B. Paoifio Z''leet
o/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California

100 to 103

Commanding General
Army Air forces
Washington 26, J. C.
Attention) AC/AS-4; DRE-3

104

Commanding Qenoral
Army Ground forces
Fort Monroe, Virginia
Attention: Chief of Development Section
(GNDEV-3)

106

Command!ng General
Aberdeen Proving Uround, Maryland
Attention: Ballistic Itesearch Laboratory

100,107

Commandant of the Karins Corps
Headquarters, U. S. Harine Corps
Washington, D. C.
Attention: u-3 (Upeciul Ifoapons)

108

Commandant,
Armed Forces Staff College
Norfolk 11, Virginia

109

Commander, Naval Air Test Couter
Patuxent River, Maryland
Attention: Director of Tests

110

Commanding Officer,
Naval Air Experimental station
•Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Attention: Supt. AEL

111

Commanding Officer,
Naval Aviation Ordnance Teat Station
Chinooteague, Virginia
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112,113

Commander, Operational Development Force
o/o Fleet Post Office
Now York, New York

114

Director of Research and Development
War Department Ueneral Staff
The Pentagon Building
Washington 25, U. G.

HS

JJireotor, üeaooast Service lest Section
Army Ground Jtorcos Board Bo. 1
Fort Baker, California

lie

Hoad of Ordnance and Gunnery
U. S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland

117

Office of the Secretary of War
The Pentagon Building (Hm. 3-E-880)
Washington 25, D. C,

118

Ordnance Advisory Committee on Guided Missiles
General Radio Company
276 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge 30, Massachusetts
Attention! Dr. II,. li, Richmond

110,120

President,
Army Ground forces Board No. 1
Fort Bragg, North Carolina

121

President,
Amy Ground Forces Uoard Ho. 4
Fort Ullas, Texas

122

Professor of Ordnance
U. 3. Military Academy
rfest Point, Her; York

123

iiecretary. Air Tactical Johool
Air University
lyndall Field, Florida
Attentioni Research and Development Dir.

124

Seoretary, Special Board
Commandant of the tarine Corps
Marine Corps Schools
(fciantico, Virginia

t

Iff

Office of Chief Signal Officer
Engineering & Technical Servioes, Engineering Dir.
The Pentagon Building
Washington 26, 0. C.
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Applied Physios Laboratory
Johns Hopkins University
Silver Spring, Maryland

Development Contract Officer
APL/JHU

128

Ball Aircraft Corporation
Niagara Falls, New York
Attention: Mr. R. H. Stanley

Bureau of Aeronautioa Rep.
Cornell Aeronautical Lab.
Box 66
Buffalo. New York

129

Ball Aircraft Corporation
Niagara Palls, New York
Attentioni Ur. B. Hamlin

130

Ball Telephone Laboratories
Hurray Hill, New Jersey
Attention: Dr. W. A. UaoNair

181

Bendix Aviation Corporation
Special Products Development, West
11600 Sherman itay
North Hollywood, California
Attention) Mr. R. II, Russell

182,15!

Bendix Aviation Corporation
Special Produota Development, East
Teterboro, New Jersey
Attention! Ür. Harner Selvidge

184

Boeing Aircraft Corporation
Seattle 14, Washington
Attention: Ur. H. II. Nelson

13B

Consolidated-Vultee Aircraft Corp.
Lone Star Laboratory
Daingerfield, Texas

Development Contract Officer
Consolidated-Vultee Airoraft
Corporation
Daingerfield, Texas

136

Consolidated-Vultee Aircraft Corp.
Downey, California
Attention: Mr. C. H. Irvine

Representative-in-Charge,
BuAer
ConBolidated-Vultee Aircraft
Corporation
Vultee field
Downey, California

137

Consolidated-Vultee Airoraft Corp.
Downey, California
Attention: Dr. W. W. Robinson

138

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
Buffalo, New York
Attention: Dr. C. C. Furnaa

125,126,
127

8621 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland

Development Contract Officer
Cornell Aeronautical Lab.
Buffalo, New York
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TRANSMITTED VIA
Bureau of Aeronautics Representative
Curtisa-lfright Corporation
Columbus lfi, Ohio

139

Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Columbus, Ohio
Attention: llr. Drue« Baton

140

Curtiss-tYright Corporation
Columbus, Ohio
Attention: llr. K. jJarby

141

Wouglas Aircraft Company
Kl Sagundo Branch
El Sagundo, California
Attention: Mr. E. II. Ileinemann

142.143

Douglas Aircraft Company
3000 Ocaan Boulevard
Santa Konica, California
Attention: llr. H. E. Raymond (1)
Kr. E. P. Burton (1)

144

Eastman Kodak Company
Navy Ordnance Division
Rochester, New York
Attention: Dr. Herbert Trotter

Naval Inapeotor of Ordnance
Navy Ordnance Diviaion •
Eastman Kodak Company 60 neat Uain Street
Hochester 4, New York

145

Fairehild Engine & Airplane Corp.
PilotloBs Plane Division
Jamaica, Long Island, liew York
Attention: lir. J. A. Slonin

Representativo-in-Charge,
BuAer
Fairehild Engine & Airplane
Corporation
Pilotless Plane Division
184-10 Jumaica Avenue
Jamaica, Long Island, U. Y.

146

The franklin Institute Laboratories for Research and
Development
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Attention: Ur. R. II. UcClarren

Commanding Officer,
Naval Aircraft Modification
Unit
Johnsville, Pennsylvania

147

General Electric Company
Project Hermes
Sohenectady, New York
Attention: Dr. R. W. Porter

148

Oeneral Electric Company
Federal k Marine Commercial Div.
Sohenectady, New York
Attention: J. IT. Prick

Bureau of Aeronautics Representative
Douglas Aircraft Company
El Sagundo, California

Development Contract Offioer
Oeneral Electric Company
Soheneotady, New York
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149

General Eleotrio Company
Aviation Division
Soheneotady, New York
Attention: Ur. S. A» Sohuler, Jr.
llr. Phillip Class

160

Glenn L. Martin Company
Baltimore, Maryland
Attention: Mr. >V. K. libel

161

.
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TRANSMITTED VIA

Bureau of Aeronautics Representative
Glenn L. Uartin Company
Baltimore 3, Maryland

Glenn L. Martin Company
Baltimore, Maryland
Attention: llr. IT.' B. Bergen
Bureau of Aeronautios Representative
Goodyear Airoraft Corporation
Akron 16, Ohio

162

Goodyear Aircraft Corporation
Akron, Ohio
Attention« Ur. Carl Arnstein

168

Goodyear Aircraft Corporation
Akron 17, Ohio
Attention: llr. A. J. Peterson

164

Grumman Airoraft Engineering Corp.
Bethpage, Long Island, New York
Attention: Ur. tun. I. Sohwendler

Bureau of Aeronautics Representative
Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation
Bethpage, L. I., New York

166

Hughes Airoraft Company
Culver City, California
Attention: llr. H. E. Hopper

Bureau of Aeronautics Representative
Douglas Aircraft Company
El Segundo, California

166

Hughes Aircraft Company
Culver City, California
Attention: Ur. lt. H. Evans

167,168

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena 4, California

Officer-in-Cliarge, Research
& Development Service
Suboffice (Rocket)
California Institute of
Technology
Pasadena 4, California

169

Xaiser Pleetwings, Inc.
Bristol, Pennsylvania
Attention: Ur. Carl DeGanahl

Bureau of Aeronautics Representative
Kaiser Fleotwinga, Inc.
Bristol, Pennsylvania
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160

Kellex Corporation
New York, Hew York

Inspeotor of Naval Uat'l
30 Church Street
Hew York 7, New York

161

II. ff. Kai logg Company
Jersey City, New Jersey

Inspector of Naval Mat'l
1020 broad Street
Newark 2, New Jersey

162

U. IC/. Kellogg Company
Foot of üanforth Avenue
Jersey City 3, New Jersey
Attention: Dr. ü. II. ."esserly

168,164

Chairman, HIT, CMC
Project Meteor Office
Massachusetts institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Navy Ordnance Resident
Teohnical Liaison Officer
Mass. Institute of TeohnoloQRoora 20-C-136
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

165

McDonnellAircraft Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri
Attention: Mr. H. A. Steel

Bureau of Aeronautics Representative
McDonnell Aircraft Corp.
P. 0. Box 616
St. Louis 21, Missouri

166

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri
Attention: Mr. C. V. Covington

167

North American Aviation, Ino.
Los Angelas, California
Attention: Ur. tun. Oollay

168

Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
Hawthorns, California

1*69,170

Princeton University
Physics Department
Princeton, Hew Jersey
Attention: Ur. JI. D. Smyth
Dr. John A. tlheoler

Development Contract Officer
Prinoeton University
Princeton, Now Jersey

171,178
178

Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey
Attention: Project SljJID

Commanding Officer, Branch
Offioe
Office of Naval Research
90 Church Street (fim. 1116}
New York 7, New York

174

Radio Corp. of Amerioa
Princeton, New Jersey
Attention: Mr. A. V. Vanae

Bureau of Aeronautics Resident Representative
Municipal Airport
Los Angeles 46, California
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176

Raytheon Manufacturing Company
Waltham, Massachusetts
Attention! Mr. R. C. Sounder«

Inspeotor of Naval Mat']
Park Square F.iildlng
Boston 16, Massachusetts

176

Kepublio Aviation Corporation
Military Contract Department
Ffcraingdals, Lone Island, New York
Attention! Dr. Hilliam O'Oonnell

177

Byan Aeronautical Company
Lindberg Field
San Diego 12, California
Attention: Mr. a. I. Salmon

178

S. V. Marshall Company
Shoroham Building
Washington, D„ C.

Inspeotor of Naval Mat'l
401 Hater Street
Baltimore Z, Maryland

178

Sperry Gyroscope Co., Inc.
Great Neok, Long Island, New York

Inspector of Naval Uat'l
30 Church Street
New York 7, New York

160

Sperry Gyroscope Company
Garden City, New York
Attention! Ur. G. E. Unite

181

'United Aircraft Corporation
Ghanoe Vought Aircraft Dir.
Stratford, Connecticut
Attention: Mr. P. S. Dakar

Bureau of Aeronautics Hep
United Aircraft Corporation
Chanoe Vought Airoraft Div
Stratford 1, Connecticut

IBS

United Aircraft Corporation
Research Department
East Hartford, Connecticut
Attention! Mr. John G. Lee

Bureau of Aeronautics Hep,
United Aircraft Corporation
Pratt ft nhitney Aircraft Uiv
East Hartford 8, Connecticut

185

University of Michigan
Dept. of Engineering liesearch
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Attention! Ur. Kobt. F. May
Ur. M. B. Small

184

University of Texas
Defense Research Laboratory
Austin, Texas
Attention! Ur. C. J*. Boner

Development Contract Officer
600 East 24th Street
Austin 12, Texas

186

Willys-Overland Motors, Inc.
Ilaywood, California
Attention! Mr. Joe Talley

Representative-in-Charge,
BuAer
Conaolidated-Vultee Aircraft
Corporation
Downey, California
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186,187
188

Dr. H. L. Dryden
National Bureau of Standard«

189

Dr. B. J. liiller
National Bureau of Standards

190

lir. Harry Diamond
National Bureau of Standards

191

Dr. A. V., Astin
National Bureau of Standards

192

Dr. E. U. Condon, Director .
National Bureau of Standards

19S

Ordnance Development Division
Central Files
(Circulated to Section Chiefs)
National Bureau of Standards

194

Ordnance Development Division
Quided Missiles Library
National Bureau of Standards
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